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Guided Reading Help For Parents
Each day your child will be asked to complete one of the five guided reading 
activities. 

The instructions for each activity are given on each slide and it is important that  
help your child when to read these, so they know what they have to do.

Please support your child when they are reading and ask them to explain what 
they have read. A list of strategies to help the children decode unknown words 
is given on the next slide.

Each activity has a choice of either a Green (easier) or Red (harder) version of 
work to complete.

On both Mondays and Tuesdays the children will be asked to complete a 
comprehension activity. Please help your child to read the text and decode 
unknown words. The answers to the questions can be found within the text. 
Write  the answer to the  question in a full sentence with the help of the key 
words given.

Should you need any further help or explanation then please feel free to phone 
me between 10am – 3pm on the number I have given.
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Reading Strategies

• If you come across a word you do not know try these strategies.

Sound	out the	word.

This	is	the	1st strategy	to	use.
Break	the	word	into syllables.

e.g.	cat	- er	- piller

Look	for known	letters	and	
sounds	within	the	word.

e.g.			c	– a	–t

ch-i-ck

Skip the	word	and	read	the	
rest	of	the	sentence	to	try	to	
work	out	what	it	says.

Did	the	sentence	you	read	
make	sense?

Use	the	pictures. Remember the	text.



Monday 4th May 
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Monday 4th May
LI: To retrieve key information from a text.

Success Criteria  

- I can read the text

- I can find the key information given in the question

- I can look for the answer within the text

- I can answer in a full sentence

Read the following text carefully and answer the questions 
that follow.



Superheroes and Comic Books
10 Comics aremadeup oflotsofpictures.Thepictures
18 are drawn inside frames (also known as panels),
28 and tell a story. Story text or speech bubblesalso
36  help the reader to understand what is happening.

43 Superhero  comics  first  became  popular  in the
49 1930s. The first superheroes were Superman,
55 Batman, Captain America and Wonder Woman.
62 Much later superheroes like Spider-Man, the
71  Fantastic  Four,  the  Hulk,  X-Men  and Iron Man
79  were created. Some of these superheroes still have
85 adventures in comic books today. Amazingly,
95 many of them now even have their own films or
97 televisionseries.

Red
1. What helpsthereader tounderstandwhat is  

happening in the pictures?

2. Why has the author started thefinal sentenceof  
the text with ‘amazingly’?

3. Why doyou think superheroes becameapopular  
subject for comicbooks?

4. Canyou order when these things happened by  
putting numbers 1-4?

Some superheroes got their own films or TV series.

Superman appeared in a comic.  

Superhero comics become popular.

Spider-Man appeared in acomic.

Red	Extension- Find	3	facts	about	a	modern	superhero
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Green
Answer true(T) or false (F) to the following questions.

1. Comics are made up of lots of words.
2. Pictures are drawn in panels.
3. Speech bubbles help the reader to understand the story.
4. Batman was a dog.
5. These comics became popular in 1990.
6. Batman was one of the first superheroes.

Extension
Find out the names of three comics that still exist today.



Tuesday 5th May 
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Tuesday 5th May
LI: To retrieve key information from a text. 

Success Criteria  

- I can read the text

- I can find the key information given in the question

- I can look for the answer within the text

- I can answer in a full sentence

Read the following text carefully and answer the questions carefully.



The Most Heroic Hero
9 One day, all the  superheroes  were  arguing about who

21 was the most heroic.   “I am the best hero because I can
34 fly as fast as a plane,” boasted Zoom Boy. “No, I am the

44 best because I can lift ten double decker busses,”scoffed
53 Muscle Man. Every superhero wanted to  say why they

56 were the best.

66  Every superhero that is, except for Green Girl. The others

76 all laughed at  Green  Girl behind  her  back.  Justwhat

81 was her super poweranyway?

88 “I’m sure that the best superhero could

93 easily  defeat   the   dangerous Captain
98 Zeeborg,” said Green Girl quietly.

103 She suggested that whoeverdefeated
109 Zeeborg would be proven the

most
116 heroic. Trembling, but too proud to say

121 no, the superheroes all agreed.

Red
1.Why does Zoom Boy think he is the best  

superhero?

2. Why is the word ‘was’ written in bold?

3. How do you think the superheroes feelabout  
Captain Zeeborg?

4. What do youthink Green Girl’s super power will  
turn out tobe?

Red	Extension-Write	3	sentences	to	describe	the	superhero.
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Green
Answer true(T) or false (F) to the following questions.

1. The superheroes were getting on.
2. Zoom Boy says he swims fast.
3. Muscle Man can lift buses.
4. The superheroes laugh at Green Girl.
5. The best superhero will defeat Captain Zeeborg.

Extension
Find out the names of three superheroes that still exist today.



Wednesday 6th May
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Wednesday 6th May
LI: To read a text and complete the cloze 
procedure.

Success Criteria

- I can read the text

- I can decide which word fits into the gap

- I can read the sentence and check that my added word makes 
sense

- I can write my answer in a sentence 
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Wednesday 6th May
LI: To read a text and complete the cloze procedure.

Instructions
1.	Read	the	text	with	the	missing	gaps.

2.	Look	closely	at	the	words	that	are	given	
to	fill	the	gaps	at	the	bottom	of	the	sheet.

3.	Decide	which	word	fills	a	gap	and	check	
the	sentence	makes	sense	by	reading	it	
aloud.

Complete	the	green	activity.
Can	you	find	different	words	to	fill	
the	gaps?



Thursday 7th May 
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Thursday 7th May
LI: To develop reading, punctuation and correct use of 
grammar.
Today you are going to play a fun game on BBC Bitesize called Karate Cats.
Visit the site using the link given in blue. https://www.bbc.co.uk/g

ames/embed/karate-
cats?exitGameUrl=http%
3A%2F%2Fbbc.com%2Fbi
tesize%2Farticles%2Fzdp4
pg8

Complete	at	least	2	levels	today.

Complete	at	least	5	levels



Friday 8th May 
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Friday 8th May
LI: To develop knowledge of letters and sounds.
Today you are going to play a fun game that will help you to learn to read a number of words.
Visit the site using the link given in blue.
https://learn.readwithphonics.com/school/phonics-games/hangman?phase=2

Complete	Phase	2	or	3	activities	.

Complete	at	Phase	4	or	5	
activities..


